
 

Island of Hoy Development Trust Meeting Minutes 
  

           BOARD 
MEETING             17TH JULY 2013 8PM NORTH WALLS  

COMMUNITY ROOM 
  

   
Meeting Called By Carol Lock 

Minute Secretary Liz Davidson 

Type Of Meeting Monthly Board 
List Of  Board 
Members 

Teresa Bird, Carol Lock, Lindsay Hall, Deborah Jaques, Max Collop, 
Ian Davidson, Rob Seatter, Terry Thomson 

NON BOARD  Jayne Traynor, Liz Davidson, John Challoner 

APOLOGIES Keith Dobney, Matthew Budge 

   
Topics   

1 MINUTES OF LAST MEETING CAROL   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

BOARD MEETING 
The Minutes were proposed as correct by Lindsay, seconded by Ian and 
signed by Carol. 
 

    

2 MATTERS ARISING CAROL   

Summary Of 
Discussion No matters were arising. 

 
   Topics   

   
3 ACTION ITEMS ALL   

 

BLF/Leader 
The public liability insurance was put into place. 
Pats resignation was updated with Companies House. 
 
Affordable Warmth 
The affordable warmth sub group had been set up 
 
Electric Vehicles 
The documentation for the electric cars had been completed. 
 
Accounts 
The information had been sent to the AFO for the electric cars and the grant 
claim had been submitted to CES 
The cheques had been sent to the school for the trip and the youth club 
donation. 
 
AOB 
The community council had been asked to apply to the community grant 
scheme. 



Robs appointment as director had been registered with Companies House. 
 
All other points were on-going. 

     

4 SHELTERED HOUSING LINDSAY   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Lindsay and Teresa had attended a community council meeting and reported 
to the board that the community council were looking at the aspect of care, 
more from a health point of view. 
Lindsay also reported that the sheltered housing concept was on the back 
burner for a while as funding was more likely to be aimed at enhanced 
homecare.  The plan is to liaise with the community council to look at a 
holistic approach for better quality social care, and to make the job of caring 
more acceptable i.e. with better contracts, travel expenses etc. 
Carol asked if Teresa or Lindsay could complete the homecare survey that 
had been sent to the Trust.  Lindsay said that it was difficult for him to have 
direct contact in areas such as this due to his employment with OIC.  Teresa 
stated that they would discuss the survey at the next sub-group meeting. 
It was stated that there was a possibility of other sources of funding in  
addition to OIC, Carol advised the board that HIE had sent some funding 
information that may be useful, Lindsay said that it was unsure whether HIE 
would secure this as they have to bid for it.  Lindsay stated that he had 
spoken with Alistair Brown and that Leader funding is due to be renewed in 
2014 albeit that this would be mainly for capital items. 
 
 

 

Conclusions The sub-group would meet again and the results reported back to the board. 

 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Report back after sub group meeting Lindsay / Teresa  

   

     

5 ARCTIC CONVOY MEMORIAL CAROL   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

There was a discussion about the benches needed for the memorial.  Lindsay 
said it would be possible to source the hard wood but that the only build 
possible would be straight benches with arms. 
Terry stated that there were teak benches in the Garden Centre for £300 
each; Carol said that when she and John Hardcastle had looked at these John 
felt that they would not be strong enough.  Terry said that from what he 
could see that they would be plenty strong enough, and John Challoner also 
said he had seen these and agreed with Terry.  John Challoner also offered to 
bolt the benches down. 
Ian asked Lindsay what the cost of the wood would be if the benches were to 
be built and what the cost of building them would be.  Lindsay estimated that 
each one would cost approximately £200 per bench but that there would be 
no charge for the build.  He did however point out that if the benches in the 
garden centre were of the right strength that it would be better to go with 
these as he was limited in the tools available to him to use for the build. 
It was agreed that Lindsay would look at the benches in the garden centre 



and report back on the best direction to go in. 
Carol asked how much was in the budget for benches; Liz replied that the 
budget was set at £630.  Carol said that the storyboards have to be included 
in this cost also. 
Debs informed the board that Gavin is writing the storyboard and that it 
would be finished by the end of July.  Carol asked who was providing the 
boards and it was stated that Artmachine had been asked to do this.  Lindsay 
and Max said the Artmachine are expensive and that it would be worth asking 
the Orcadian for a quote. 
Terry informed the board that there is to be another Russian visit in August 
and that there is a plaque to go on one of the benches which should be fitted 
to the bench ahead of the visit. 
Carol said that her understanding from John Challoner was that this was to be 
fitted during the visit, but John confirmed that it is to be put on ahead of this. 
Liz informed the board that the Windsock Company who had supplied the 
flags and flagpoles had requested photographs of the memorial – they had 
asked for these at the time as one of the gentlemen who owned the company 
had been on the Arctic Convoy, and when they realized what the flags and 
poles were for, they had provided a discount to the Trust.  Terry asked if they 
were intending to use the photographs for advertising, Liz and Ian said they 
didn’t believe so, it was purely memorabilia.  Liz stated that John Hardcastle 
had responded to the request for photographs and informed the company that 
there were some on the Orcadians web site and that he would also take some 
photographs of the memorial and email them.  Terry stated that he also had a 
photograph which could be sent to them, Carol asked Liz to send Terry the 
details for the Windsock Company. 

 

 

Conclusions Lindsay would look at the best solution to the benches and report back.  The 
Orcadian would be asked for a quote on the boards. 

 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Report back on the benches Lindsay ASAP 
Get a quote from the Orcadian for 
boards and advise board/AFO of cost Keith / Gavin ASAP 

Send photographs to Windsock 
Company Terry / Liz ASAP 

     

     

     

6 HERITAGE CAROL   

Summary Of 
Discussion There were no updates on heritage 

 

     

7 BLF / LEADER / AFFORDABLE 
WARMTH CAROL / DEBS / BRIAN   



Summary of 
Discussion 

Buses 
Carol informed the board that there had been a good response to the first 
months running of the bus and that all the drivers were working well. 
Lindsay said that as a bus user he felt that the cost was high compared to 
using his car and that other people had made the same comment.  Carol said 
that it had been decided to introduce a 10 ticket rate which would bring the 
cost down; Lindsay said that would make it work better.  There was further 
discussion about the fares, Carol pointed out that the fares had to be at a 
rate that enabled the bus to run, Debs stated that the Trust were already 
providing a subsidy to the rates in that the Trust can only recover 64% of 
concession fares.   Teresa suggested that information on the ten ticket rate 
was put in the Blether.  There was also a discussion around a notice being put 
out to this effect.  Teresa said that it was on the notice that is currently 
displayed at various points, but Rob pointed out that the print is very small 
on this and maybe a bigger notice regarding fares should be put up. 
Debs informed the board that it was planned to have a meeting with the bus 
drivers ahead of the next Blether to get any feedback. 
 
Affordable Warmth 
Debs had not received an update from Brian on this prior to the meeting. 

 

Conclusions The first months running of the bus had received a good response.  A 
mechanism to inform people of the 10 ticket rate should be found. 

 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Put out a notice re the 10 ticket fares Jayne / Carol ASAP 

Meet with bus drivers to get feedback Debs / Carol / Keith  

   

   

     

8 ACCOUNTS IAN / LIZ   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Liz presented to the board a letter of representation that AJB Scholes required 
signature on in connection with the audit.  This was circulated and the letter 
duly signed by the Chair. 
Liz updated the board on the bank mandate and the opening of a new account 
for the community fund.  She stated that the bank now have all the 
information they requested to be able to put the updated mandate into place 
and that she would chase them again to ensure that this had been done.  
Once this was confirmed, she would organize the opening of the bank account 
for the community fund. 
Liz also informed the board that she had responded to Scholes audit queries 
and that she would be back in touch with Ivan to see if there was anything 
further they required. 

 

Conclusions  

 



Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 
Send letter of representation back to 
Scholes Liz ASAP 

Chase Bank of Scotland re mandate and 
the opening of the new account Liz ASAP 

Speak to Ivan at Scholes to see if 
anything further was required for the 
audit 

Liz ASAP 

   

     

9 NEWSLETTER DEBS   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Lindsay stated that he had some information for Debs from the lifeboat 
museum regarding the open day in September for the birthday of the Thomas 
McCunn.  Debs said that she had received this from Kevin. 
Terry said that it would be good if the Blether was available more widely for 
visitor information.  It was pointed out that this is on the Hoy Communities 
web-site, however both Debs and Carol said that the web-site needs 
updating.  Terry asked who kept the web-site up to date, Debs said that it 
was a combination of herself, Jayne and Brian plus various other lower level 
updates for events. 
Ian pointed out that the key words were very important for the web-site to 
enable the site to be found as widely as possible, Debs said that this was 
certainly true, however if the web-site was up to date it would be likely to 
attract more hits. 

Conclusions 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 
 

Update the web-site Debs / Jayne / Brian ASAP 
 

     

10 COMMUNITY FUND  CAROL   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

No further updates were available as this is waiting for the bank account to 
be opened and the year end accounts to be finalized. 

 

Conclusions  

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

   
 
 

11 WIND TURBINE LINDSAY   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Max reported that HEL had a board meeting the previous week.  The noise 
discussions continued and HEL had asked the people concerned for times and 
dates re the noise and were waiting on a response. 
He also advised the IHDT board that there had been discussion regarding the 
reserves to be built up versus the transfer of available funds to the Trust and 
said that there was a possibility, if the £40,000 was used up quickly, of 
extending the timing for the reserve build up and thereby releasing further 



funds to the Trust. 
Ian asked if there was a projection forward on the potential community fund.  
Max said that it would be difficult to predict and that the margin of error could 
be very high in any projections. 
There was a discussion regarding the funds needed to operate the Trust.  Ian 
said that by April 2014 £20,000 would have to be found to be able to 
continue running at current operational levels.  Lindsay said that HEL were 
keen to see the Trust apply to the community fund for these operational 
requirements in the same way that anybody else would apply.  Carol pointed 
out that without core staffing the Trust and therefore the turbine could not 
operate, and that this case should be presented to the community at the AGM 
to seek approval from the community there, not by application through the 
community fund process.  Ian pointed out that if this was to be the case it 
would mean that approval would have to be sought at this years AGM for the 
funds to be in place for April 2014, Carol suggested that the Trust seek 
approval in principle from the community at the AGM for core staffing costs. 
Carol informed the board that HIE are looking at potential funding for grant 
officers that would look after all the island Trusts, however she said that a lot 
of funders are now moving towards capital as opposed to revenue funding 
and that this point will need consideration into the future. 
Terry asked why the HEL reserves were at the level reported when there were 
various insurances held to cover liabilities.  Max informed him that there are 
various aspects that are not and cannot be covered by insurance e.g. grid 
failure that only the reserves can provide for, and that the reserves were 
equal to one years operating costs including the loan repayment and interest 
to the Co-op bank. 
Ian said that this point was well covered under item 11 in the June minutes. 
Max also informed the board that HEL were looking at different options for a 
better return on the reserve to try and obtain more than the current 1% 
return. 
  

 

Conclusions  

 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

   

   

    

12 PQASSO ALL   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Carol reported to the board that the financial procedure was on-going due to 
the time required in dealing with the audit queries, however the employment 
section was complete and that various other sections were at various stages 
towards completion. 
She said that a lot of funders now give a preference to entities applying for 
funds that have PQASSO and that within 2 years it will be a requirement. 
Liz said that Edwina Lloyd at VAO had offered to come back out and review / 
help with PQASSO later in the year. 

Conclusions  

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 



Finish financial procedures Liz  / Ian / Carol ASAP 

   

    
 

     

13 CORRESPONDENCE ALL   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Carol had received an email from Dan Lee who is an archaeologist from the 
mainland asking if it would be worthwhile him applying into the community 
fund for training for a project on Hoy.  Ian said that he felt that the local 
community should be given the option to apply to the fund first which the 
board agreed with and as such Carol would revert to Dan on this basis. 
Max asked if, in any case, this would contravene the charitable status 
regarding individual benefit.  Ian replied that it possibly would and re-iterated 
that any application into the fund must be looked at closely on its own merits 
and checked out from all aspects before approval was given. 

  

Conclusions It would not be worth Dan applying into the community fund at this point. 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Revert to Dan  Carol ASAP 
 
 

14 AOB ALL   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Ian informed the board that the notices for the postponement of the AGM had 
been put up in Groats, at the Hoy Hall and onto the boat.  He asked if anyone 
felt they should be put into any other locations.  It was suggested that one be 
put in the health centre, one in the Hoy Heritage Centre and one in the 
Lyness waiting room.  Max asked about putting a notice in the Orcadian, Ian 
said he had taken advice from VAO on this and that it was not a legal 
requirement to advertise in the press so it would just be a cost for no reason, 
the board agreed with this. 
Jayne said she would put a notice up in the Hoy Heritage Centre and Ian said 
he would put one in the Lyness waiting room and in the Health Centre. 
Ian also advised the board that the members list was on-going as he was 
waiting for the electoral role list from Trish. 
Ian stated that Terry was the only director that responded with concerns 
about the notice and that was with regard to the postal voting system.  Ian 
and Terry had met prior to the meeting to discuss this and Ian had explained, 
and re-iterated at the meeting, that the reference to postal voting on the 
notice was purely to allow time for the possibility of this happening, and that 
this would be voted on by the board as an individual item later. 
 
Lindsay asked for the email addresses for the directors and employees as he 
had experienced problems and had changed his email provider.  Liz said she 
would send this to him. 

 
Conclusions  

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 



Put notice in Hoy Heritage Centre Jayne ASAP 
Put notices in Lyness waiting room and 
health centre Ian  ASAP 

Send Lindsay email addresses Liz ASAP 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The meeting closed at:    21.40  
 
Date of next meeting:   Wednesday 21st August 2013 
 
Written by:    Liz Davidson 
     Minute Secretary 
 
 
Proposed for adoption by:     Seconded by: 
        
  
 
 
 
Signed 
(Chair) 
  


